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By Ted Sanders

Hot Key Books, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. In the world of the Keepers, it s best not to speak in terms of the impossible.Horace F.
Andrews, Keeper of the fabled Box of Promises, knows that nothing is impossible. After all, he has
the ability to see into the future, and his friend Chloe can walk through walls. But before either of
them can master their Tan ji (their talismans of power) a new threat looms over all the Keepers,
and they must prepare to battle their eternal enemies - the Mordin.But far away, drawn by an
irresistible summons, a mysterious girl is making her way to the Keeper stronghold. She wears the
beautiful and delicate Ravenvine, but this Tan ji is damaged and there is no telling what will happen
to its power or its Keeper if it cannot be made whole again. Will April reach the Keepers in time?
And will they truly offer a safe haven - or only more danger?Ted Sander s magical series began
with THE BOX AND THE DRAGONFLY and continues with this powerful sequel that expands the
extraordinary world of The Keepers, where nothing is ever...
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Absolutely essential study ebook. It is among the most remarkable book i have got read through. You will like how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Jessie Ra u-- Jessie Ra u

Totally among the finest pdf We have possibly read through. It usually fails to price a lot of. I discovered this book from my i and dad suggested this pdf to
learn.
-- Micha le B eier  I--  Micha le B eier  I
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